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The limiting (as the significance level approaches 0) Pitman efficiency of a new 
“regression-based” rank test of independence to Kendall’s tau and Spearman’s rho 
is derived. The result is based on a version of Wieand’s theorem (1976, Ann. Srafist. 
4 lOO3-101 I ) on coincidence of the limiting Pitman efficiency and the local (as the 
alternative approaches the hypothesis) approximate Bahadur efficiency. Kiefer and 
Wolfowitz (1958, Truns. Amer. Mu/h. Sot. 87, 173-186) result is applied to verify 
the main assumption of Wieand’s paper. This approach is shown to be useful in 
some other situations. also. ( 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, the limiting Pitman efficiency of Kendall’s tau, Spearman’s 
rho and a new rank test of independence against the positive quadrant 
dependence (pqd) is derived. The new test statistic we consider is closely 
related to a monotonic dependence function introduced in Kowalczyk and 
Ledwina [8] as a version of monotonic dependence function considered 
earlier by Kowalczyk and Pleszczynska [9]. For details see Section 2 of 
Ledwina [ 123. 
To define the new statistic, let us denote by (X, , Y, ) ,..,, (X,,, Y,,) a set of 
independent identically distributed random vectors and let R,(S,) be the 
rank of A’;( Y;) among X, ,..., A!,,( Y, ,..., Y,,). Moreover, let 
T,,(p)=(lln) f (R;ln)(y-Z(S,~np)),pE(O, 11, 
i= I 
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where Z(A) is the indicator of the set A. Then the test statistic is of the form 
t,, = sup (12n)“’ T,,(p). 
o<p<1 
The limiting (as the significance level approaches 0) Pitman efficiency 
result derived in this paper is based on a version of Wieand’s [ 173 
theorem, which gives conditions under which the existence of the local (as 
the alternative approaches the hypothesis) approximate Bahadur efficiency 
implies the existence of the limiting Pitman efficiency and the equality of 
the two limits. The main assumption of Wieand’s paper (Condition III*) is 
verified via application of well known result of Kiefer and Wolfowitz [7]. 
It is shown also that this approach is useful in some other situations too. 
In Ledwina [12], the exact Bahadur slope of t,, was derived and an 
expansion of it was given. Hence, local coincidence of the approximate and 
exact Bahadur slopes of t,, easily follows. The same holds true for large 
class of linear rank tests of independence as well as for Kendall’s tau (cf. 
Kremer [ 111). Combining these results with those derived in this paper we 
conclude that the limiting Pitman efficiency and local Bahadur efficiences 
are equivalent for large class of rank tests of independence. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we restate in a 
suitable form assumptions of the Wieand [17] theorem. The crucial 
assumption (Condition III*) is verified in Section 3. Some examples of the 
limiting Pitman efficiency are given in Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (X, , Y, ),..., (A’,,, Y,,) be the set of independent, identically distributed 
random vectors, with common continuous bivariate distribution function 
(Q’) H(.u, .r) having marginal #s F(X) and G(J). 
We are concerned with testing the null hypothesis 
H=F.G 
against the positive quadrant dependence, i.e. 
H$ F.G. 
Without loss of generality assume H(.u, J) has both marginals uniform on 
(0, 1). Consequently, when the range of integration is unspecified it is 
understood to be (0, 1). 
The Wieand’s result is stated and proved in [ 171 for the case when the 
distribution of the observed random variables depends on a real parameter 
0 which ranges over an interval and the null hypothesis is a single point. 
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However, as easily seen, the result can be stated for more general 
situations. The proof requires only obvious changes. A possibility of such 
extensions was previously mentioned in Kremer [lo]. 
To specify the above to the considered testing problem recall that Ken- 
dall’s tau and Spearman’s rho form standard sequences (in the sense of 
Bahadur [ 1 ] ) with a = 1 and 
h(W)=B(H,K)=6jjH(s,y)dH(.u,y)-3/2, 
h(H)=B(H,S)=12 jj.@f(x,,)-3, 
respectively. Moreover, by Bednarski and Ledwina [3] and by Ledwina 
[ 121 {r,,} is the standard sequence with a = 4 and 
h(H)=B(H, T)=(l2)“’ sup 
J.I .u(p-1(4’6p))dH(?r, y). o<p< I 
Put now H,(x, y) =-uq’ for (x, y)~ (0, 1)’ and for any two df s H,, Hz 
define d(H,,H,)=sup{jH,(.u,y)-Hz(x,y)l, (.x,y)~(O,l)“). Then, the 
main assumption of the Wieand paper can be replaced by 
111*. Suppose for a standard sequence {s,, 3 there is a d* > 0 such that 
for every E > 0 and 6 E (0, 1 ), there is a C such that for all HE 
(H: d( H, H,) < d*, H pqd df } and n > C/h2( H) we have 
PA In “2.~,, - h(H) ) < &h(H) $ > 1 - 6. 
Note that in the above definition C may be depend on d* but is 
otherwise independent of H. 
3. VERIFICATION OF CONDITION III* 
Consider first tau and rho. Recall that B( H, K) =‘3~/2, B( H, S) = ps, 
where r and ps are Kendall’s and Spearman’s measures of association, 
respectively. By definition of the measures and Lemma 3 of Lehmann [ 131, 
we have under pqd alternatives 0 < B( H, K) < 3/2 and 0 < B( H, S) < 1. 
Hence, to show III* for tau and rho (both denoted by s,, for a moment) it 
is enough to prove more handy condition 
III**. For every S E (0, I), there is a L such that for all pdq H and n > 1 
it holds 
PH( I .s,, -n”‘h(H)( <L)> l-6. 
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For the sample (X,, Y,) ,..., (X,,, Y,,) denote by H,,(x, y) the right-con- 
tinuous empirical @and by F,,(X) and G,,(y) the marginals of H,,(.Y, y). To 
verify III** the following version of Theorem 1 of Kiefer and Wolfowitz 
[7] will be used. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exist positive constants co and c such that, ,for all n, 
all H, and all positive r, 
PH( sup 1 H,,(x, y) - H(r, y) 1 < n “2r) > 1 - c0 exp( -cr”). 
0 < .x. J’ < I 
3.1. Kendalrs tau 
Kendall’s tau can be expressed by 
K,, = (n/b - 1)) 6 
i Jj 
H,,(-y, U) dH,,b, Y) - W 
I 
, 
where 
n ,, “‘(K -B(H, K)} +N(O, 1). 
Let c’() and c be as in Theorem 3.1. For a given 6 E (0, 1) let r. be the 
smallest r such that 6 2 co exp( - cr’). Define a set So 
so = { sup 1 H,,(.u, y) - H(x, y) I < r,n - I’*}. 
O<.r.y< I 
By Theorem 3.1, for all H and n, PH(SO) > 1 - 6. We shall show that for 
L = 4r,, every H and n > 1 on So it holds 
n'l' H,,(.u, .v) dH,,b, Y) - jj H(x, Y) dfW, .v) < L. 
We have 
n ‘12 H,, dH,, - 
Gn”” ss 1 H,, -HI dH+n”’ H,, d(H,, -HI . (3.1) 
The first component of (3.1) can be majorized on So by ro. Integration by 
part formula (cf. Marshall and Olkin [ 141, p. 36) applied to the second 
component of (3.1) yields 
nllZ 
ID (Hn(-~7 u) - W-u, y) +x-F,](x) - G,,(y) + y dH,,(x, y). 
This expression is majorized on So by 3r,. 
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3.2. Spearman’s rho and some other statistics 
The condition III** for rho can be checked by similar reasoning as for 
tau. Moreover, analogous reasoning (for appropriate integration by part 
formula see Marshall and Olkin [14], p. 41) leads to considerable sim- 
plification and generalization of considerations contained in Sinha and 
Wieand [ 161, where III* is checked for a multivariate version of rho under 
an extension of Bhuchongkul [4] dependence model. 
Observe that Kiefer and Wolfowitz [73 result implies III* for 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic in general multivariate case. This generalizes 
a result of Example 2 of Wieand [ 171. 
Finally, note that III** is nothing else but uniform tightness condition. 
So, it is fulfilled for rho and for a class of linear rank tests of independence 
by the uniform asymptotic normality of these statistics under the alter- 
native. Some results on the uniform asymptotic normality can be found in 
Ruymgaart [ 151 and BSnner et al. [S], for example. 
3.3. Ver@ation qf III*,for t,, 
The Condition III* for t,, = supoc p < , ( 12n)l’* 7’,,(p) will be checked by a 
similar reasoning as we have applied in Section 3.1. By Ledwina [ 123, for 
all alternatives it holds 0 < B(H T)< (12)““/8. Put B(H, p) = 
jj.~(p-KwWW- Y, v). To verify III* it is enough to show 
III**. For every 6 E (0, 1 ), there is a L such that for all pqd H and n > 1 
it holds 
P,(n’/’ sup I ~‘,(P)-B(K p)I CL)> 1-S. 
O<P<l 
Now let So be as in Section 3.1. We shall show that for every point of So 
and L = 7r,, it holds 
r~“~ sup I T,,(P)- WH, p)l -CL. 
O<P<l 
Observe that 
I T,,(P) - B(H, P) I 
< (F,,(-x) - X)(P - QG,,b) Q ~1) dH,,(x, ~41 
+ jj X(P - ~G,,(Y) 6 P)) d(H,,(x, Y) - H(K Y)) 
+ x(~(Y d P) - I(G,,(y) d P)) dH(x, Y) (3.2) 
683’20’2.7 
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To majorize the second term of (3.2) integrate by parts the expression 
fl-4 1 - I(G,,(y) 6 P)) d(H,,b, Y) - W, ~1). Th;;;-e.Jt is ss (fJ,(x, Y) - 
WG Y) + x - F,,(x) + Y - G,(Y)) dA,(x, Y) 4(x, Y) = 41 - 
Z(G,>(y) Q p)). To estimate the last term of (3.2) define E = ( y: 
Z(G,,(y) 6 p) > Z(y < p)}. On So, for every y, it holds y - n-“*r, < G,(y) < 
y+n - “*ro. Hence 
I (Z(G,,(y)dp)-z(y~pP))dyfn-“*r,. E 
Similar reasoning applied to the complement of E completes the proof. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section some examples of the limiting Pitman efficiency of t,, to 
tau and rho will be presented. All examples we give concern bivariate dis- 
tributions, say H,(x, y), where 0 = 0 is equivalent to independence while 
pqd is equivalent to B> 0. Letting E fiofi21 represent the limiting Pitman 
efficiency of r”’ to T’*’ we have 
In Ledwina [ 123 the exact Bahadur efficiencies were calculated and 
detaily discussed in all cases considered below. Since, as was mentioned, 
the limiting Pitman efficiency coincides with the limiting exact Bahadur 
efficiency we shall quote here only some numerical values of the limiting 
efficiency. Note that in all considered cases E,, = 1. 
Consider densities 
MA Y) = 1 + BA(x) A(y), (4 y) E (0, l)‘, 
belonging to the family introduced by Farlie [6]. 
For A(x) = 2.x - 1 we get E,, = 4/3. 
For ,4(x) = A,(x) = 1 - (WI + 1 )xm, m > 1, 0 < 8 < l/m*, one obtains 
EKT = (3/4){ (m + l)/(m + 2)}*(m + l)*‘“. Hence, if m + GO then E,, -+ 3/4. 
For ,4(x) = sgn(x - l/2) one obtains E,, = 3/4. 
Note also that local optimality in the Bahadur sense of t, and rho is 
investigated in Bajorski [2] under much more general model. In view of 
the equivalence of efficiencies this immediately implies the same results for 
Pitman efficiency, also. 
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Finally, consider the Marshall-Olkin [ 141 distribution defined on 
positive quadrant via 
P(X>x, Y> ~~)=exp( -E.,.u-~,~v-~~,~ max(x, y)), x>O, .v>O, 
2, > 0, ir > 0, i,, > 0. 
The parameter E.,2 p la s y the role of 8 in this case. We have E,, = 
(3,'16)((1+2s) “““‘/(I +s)‘), s=L,/A2. Ifs= I then E,,=81/64. Ifs-0 
then E,, + (3/16)r’. Moreover, if s + 03 then E,, -+ 3/4. 
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